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Model CW-8V

Model LCW-8B
THREAD TAKE UP LEVER, NEEDLE BAR, ETC. FOR ALL MODELS EXCEPT PARTS MARKED * • O • X • Δ

Parts marked * are not necessary for CW-7 & 7B
Parts marked O are not necessary for LCW
Parts marked X are not necessary for CDW-6F
Parts marked Δ are not necessary for LCW-6F
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ARM SHAFT, FEEDING MECHANISM
FOR CW, LCW - 7, 8 & 8V
LIFTING LEVER, FACE PLATE, SLIDE PLATE FOR ALL MODELS EXCEPT PARTS MARKED *.x.*

Parts marked * are not necessary for CW, LCW—BV & BBV

Parts marked o are not necessary for LCW

Parts marked x are not necessary for CW
PRESSER BAR, LIFTING ROCK SHAFT, VIBRATING PRESSER
FOR CW, LCW – 8, 8B, 8V & 8BV

Parts marked * are not necessary for CW, LCW-8B, 8V & 8BV.
Parts marked O are not necessary for LCW.
HOOK DRIVING SHAFT, ROTATING HOOK, TIMING BELT
FOR ALL MODELS EXCEPT PARTS MARKED *.+-.Δ

Part marked * is not necessary for CW, LCW-7B, 8B & 8BV
Part marked + is for only CW, LCW-7B, 8B & 8BV
Part marked - is not necessary for CW, LCW-8V & 8BV
Parts marked X are not necessary for CW-1
Parts marked A is for only LCW-6F
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THREAD TENSION, FEED DRIVING ROCK SHAFT, FEEDER, NEEDLE PLATE FOR ALL MODELS EXCEPT PARTS MARKED * . + . O . X . Δ

Parts marked * are not necessary for CW, LCW-7, 7B, 8V & 8BV.
Parts marked + are not necessary for CW, LCW-8V & 8BV.
Parts marked O are not necessary for LCW.
Parts marked X are not necessary for LCW-8F.
Parts marked Δ are not necessary for LCW-6F.
ACCESSORIES FOR ALL MODELS

Part marked X is used for only CW-1
Part marked 0 is used for only LCW
Part marked * is used for only CW, LCW-7B, 88 & 88V
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REVERSE STITCH MECHANISM FOR CW - LCW - 7B, 8B & CW - 8BV

Use with guard A
Use without guard B
SPECIAL PARTS FOR CW, LCW - 8V & 8BV
CW - LCW - 7 & 7B 針棒 - 押え棒関係
PRESSER BAR, NEEDLE BAR, NEEDLE PLATE, FEEDER
FOR CW, LCW - 7 & 7B

Part marked 0 is used for only LCW - 7 & 7B
(○印は LCW-7と7Bのみ)
SPECIAL PARTS FOR LCW

Parts marked • is used for only LCW-7, 7B

Parts marked + is used for only LCW-8, 8V, 8B & 8BV

Parts marked ★ is not necessary for LCW-6F
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BELT GUARD

Parts marked o are not used CW, LCW—7, 8 & 8V

Parts marked * are used for only CW, LCW—7, 8 & 8V

Parts marked δ are used for only LCW-6F
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